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Lorenzo Li Greci who was born in 1984 in Palermo. In 2015 he

moved to Finland. Working as a researcher at Turku BioScience.

Lorenzo started an artistic path focused on colours and

materials synthesized in the laboratory. As a member of the

Pargas Konstklubb PICTURA, he decided to also explore artistic

languages through a scientific grammar, publishing illustrations

in the Italian quarterly magazine of general culture Digressioni.



1. Hello Dear LORENZO LI GRECI. Congrats

for being selected interview artists. Your work

includes figurative and abstract approach and

leading to thinking of moments… What is the

experience that has influenced your work the

most?

2. You graduated from science department.

Which type of passion push you to make art?

How do you convey messages through your 

 artworks to audiences? 

Hi, thank you for the interview and for the

interest in my artistic work. 

The creative process is one of my personal way

to experience life as I perceive life as an

experience that influences and inspires my

works. I grow up in Palermo, in the middle of

the Mediterranean Sea, a city full of arts and

natural wonders, and moved to Finland to find

new sources of inspiration. My figurative

approach is mostly driven by people I meet in

daily life. The abstract one is more centered

upon emotions that are impossible to describe

only by using words. Sometimes the two events

collide, and it can become an opportunity to

explore new visual languages and having fun

with colors. 

That’s true! My background is in the field of

biotechnology. Science and art are excellent

platforms to share and to communicate ideas. I

don’t feel myself to be pushed by any passion to

create something. My artistic works are like

experiments conducted in a lab. It is a search

for new ways of visual imagination, for new

creative processes and for new languages. For

those reasons, my art is a way to discover, to

describe and to remember any kind of emotion.

At the end I serve emotions to the public as a

way of sharing an experience. Art can also be

used to build knowledge in society as science

does. 

3. What is the most important thing to

archieve on your art way? 



4. You collaborated with Pargas Konstklubb

PICTURA. Could you please explain about that

a little bit more? 

I like to think of my art as a method to

crystallize emotions and memories in time.

Each of my artistic works represent a visual

clue of the whole creative process where I dig

into. I wish to make something that I personally

like first and that can represent a source of

inspiration for others, such as for myself. I like

how art can be used as a tool for research on

different levels. Often, I ponder how I can

describe the happy endeavors we encounter in

our lives and create something that can

resonate in others is a good feeling. It is when

you realize that no matter where you come

from, a universal language is still possible and

can be pictured between the frame of art and

science.

Pargas Konstklubb PICTURA is a collective of

artists living in southwest Finland. They have

got a lot of experience in artistic production

and exhibitions. Of course, being a member of a

such a group is a way to learn more about the

artistic world and feel inspired by other people

arts. For the same reasons I joined also BioArt

Society which is based in Helsinki, and which

has a particular approach toward arts, often

even scientific ones. Both collectives organize

events and meetings where people can

confront each other’s. Finland is an active

country in the field of art and science, it is

common to engage in such organizations and

institutions, participate in symposia and web

dissertations to listen and to meet other people

with your same interests. 



5. Would you talking about your upcoming

projects? What issues do you plan to produce?

Would you like attend international

exhibitions, festivals or art residency 

 programs around Europe? 

I am currently exploring how to use

unconventional materials in paintings and

ceramics and how to extend the color palette

by using product from the biotechnological

world. Knowing chemistry helps and this

research upon bio sustainable materials is

becoming more important every day. Because

of my primary work, I cannot participate in

artistic residency programs but if the timing

and is right and I like the project, I can be

involved in other artistic activities. I recently

had my first personal exhibition in Palermo: “To

Think with Hands” at Artètika Gallery in which

we have presented several bioart related

works discussing the cultural operations

carried out with hands. 

My hope is to continue this journey in the art

fields, without unnecessary or compulsory

planning. I would let the future to be resolved

by itself and I will enjoy all the possible

unpredictable situations. 

https://www.lorenzoligreci.com


